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NEUTRICITY, THE NEUTRAL CHARGE IN CRYSTALS

By J.G. Gallimore
Founder and First President of
The U.S. Psychotronics Association

When working in crystallography research in my lab at home in 1958, I noticed a subjective sense of well-being after each session of growing crystals from supersaturated solutions. At the then young age of 18, each night I was driven to continue mixing solutions to grow more crystals.

Now that many years have passed I realize that my drive in growing crystals was not for information as I had thought, but rather to obtain, to capture that sense of ideal well-being that soon developed each time I entered my private lab, surrounded by thousands of growing crystals.

Ten years later when I read "The Odic Force" by Reichenbach, I knew intuitively that the energy he proposed to emit from crystals was correct. When exposed to the energy from a natural crystal, the biological organism will feel one of two polarities: a warmth which may be discomforting, or a cool breeze which makes one feel vital and alive.

This energy is produced in large quantities in chemical reactions and or the formation, growth of crystals from solutions. Several years later the works of Dr. Wilhelm Reich on biological energies was found to express similar effects from crystals and other non-organic substances. Mesmer made use of the generation of energy in chemical vats, Gurswitch the energy produced during cellular growth and Frank the effects of energy on cells.

The more I read the more information was found to exist in immense quantities from thousands of sources. Each separate research could relate by one property or characteristic of this energy to some other research; thus Psychotronics, Paraphysics, Parapsychology all have the same base: An unusual energy exists which can produce controlled effects.

Of the nature of this energy, what is known? My research showed that it was inevitable that each researcher who did inquire into the nature of this energy became entranced by its effects and pursued an effect rather than an understanding of the energy. Each effect can have applications and in today's technology the need for application is sometimes a prerequisite for research funding; but, since all of my research has been self-funded, I have had considerable
latitude in deciding what to pursue and how! I approached the research of this energy different than if working for someone. This is important. The pressure of finding an effect of an application as a justification for continued funding from a company makes a researcher do other than he may finally decide is the best course.

I utilized this advantage by first collecting all that was known over several years, going over the information slowly, comparing results from major research attempts, and then deciding on a path of research which promised the best returns.

RETURN TO THE BASICS

The results of my first research produced correlations with electrical parameters and evolved a vector theory of electronics proposed by mathematicians back in the eighteen hundreds by Gauss, Green, Poyntem and Maxwell.

The second research attempt: Build or devise a prototype device to utilize this energy to produce effects beyond present technology.

Third research attempt: Return to basics and first prove conclusively by undeniable tests the existence of this energy.

All capacitors contain a dielectric. Since dielectrics -- crystals -- give off energy, they must also attract energy from the surrounding medium, air. When a direct current potential is applied to a capacitor the stresses produced between the plates are reflected by the capacitor drain leakage. The dielectric being between the plates is a constant. Any change in this dielectric, however small, will alter the drain current flowing from the capacitor.

A 10 microfarad capacitor charged continuous will show a log decrease in drain current over a finite time. I let this capacitor rest a finite time then and repeat the test for log curve standards.

A two-pound quartz crystal is placed in contact with the metallic case of the capacitor during the recovery rest cycle -- no current flowing -- and the crystal removed before the current is switched on. The effect of energy from the quartz crystal absorbed in the dielectric between plates -- electrolytic -- produces an altered curve in electrical drain current test. The effects may last for as long at 34 minutes.

The following chart is Drain Test No. 5, establishing normal drain curves. All the figures are megohm readings from a digital multimeter, B&K Model 282, on high resistance range, constant current, connected common probe to capacitor negative, plus to switch and then to capacitor plus.
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It was at this time at 18.92 on last line that a two pound quartz crystal was placed in contact with capacitor for four minutes, no current flowing.

After each line or test there is a four minute break for capacitor recovery.

The last test line produced the discontinuous curve found on graph (next page). This suggests that either something was wrong with my equipment; or that the energy effect on the capacitor had ended and the capacitor was suddenly returned to normal operation in a series of energy jumps.

As to the nature of this energy, the capacitor gives duration of effects and the intensity may be calculated. So far we have only established that there is an unusual energy.

There are three pressures active in the interior of a crystal or a dielectric. Alter one and an effect is produced.

Strike a crystal and an electrical charge is produced--discharge--known as the piezoelectric phenomenon. Isolate that crystal by electrical shield and convey energy to it through the shield--absorption through shield--and a static charge appears on the surface of the crystal --displacement of vector. Now the charge of the energy is known: Neutral.
POLARITY IN CRYSTALS AND HOW TO FIND IT

Monitor the speed of light through the crystal and you find the effect of light slowed down when the crystal absorbs energy. There is an actual change in the medium -- proportional to intensity. Reichenbach proposed polarities of this energy. How do we investigate the reality of the polar differences? Simple, the Phenomenon of Polarization discussed in my paper: "Unified Field Theory" 1974, by J.G. Gallimore, Health Research, PO Box 70, Mokelumne Hill, Calif. 95245. Write for current prices.

The rotation of light reflected off a crystal will change if that crystal is exposed to a neutral energy field. The orientation of change defines the polarity. What I have found is three separate polarities. This energy is quite interesting. Here are the general parameters as listed in the "PSI Handbook" of Ostrander and Schroeder.

1. It permeates all things to a greater or lesser degree.
2. It accompanies sunlight and probably other forces of light.
3. It has properties similar to known forms of energy, but is distinct.
4. It is polarized and can be reflected by mirrors.
5. It emanates from the human body, particularly the finger tips.
6. It can heal, or be used negatively to harm.
7. It can be conducted by copper wires or even silk threads.

Eight words or less, properties from Reichenbach:
1. Od does not (wrong) effect thermometer, thermoscope.
2. Found, effects from light on biological organisms.
3. Found, effects from fire -- cool polarity.
4. Found in, effects from chemical processes.
5. Conducted by metals.
7. Emitted from magnets.
8. Energy does not add density or volume.
9. Biological sensitivity to this energy.
10. Absorbed in water.
12. Heat emits this energy.
13. Found, effects from crystals.
14. Energy distributed through mass.
15. Affects air.
16. Slow dissipation from objects.
17. Condensed in non-isolated bodies.
18. All substances conduct.
20. Electricity induces into air, substances.
21. Has vertical tendency to rise.
22. Luminous, gives off light.
23. Emitted from all sides of an object.
25. Two polarities, not attracted to each other.
26. Opposite polarities repel each other.
27. Energy produced by friction.
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28. Free energy without magnetic field.
29. Effected by mist, clouds.
30. Will not attract mass.
31. Energy not permanent in mass when absorbed.
32. Energy transmitted through air.
33. May be refracted.
34. Surrounds itself with alternating bands of opposite polarities.
35. Not affected by magnetism.
36. Energy from magnet affected by another magnet.
37. Will not induce (measurable) current in a coil.
38. Energy in rays of moon positive.
40. Not affected by magnetism.
41. Energy from magnet affected by another magnet.
42. Will not induce (measurable) current in a coil.
43. Energy in rays of moon positive.
44. Each lamallae of magnet opposite polarity.
45. Reflected light has negative polarity.
46. Positive and negative energy may coexist in matter.
47. Refracted light has positive polarity.
48. Positive energy emitters, selenium, sulphur, charcoal.
49. Negative energy emitters, iron, copper, tin, lead.
50. Will affect magnetic compass, poles.
51. May oppose gravity.
52. Positive energy emitters, brass, german silver, arguntan silver.
53. Negative energy illumination blue color.
54. Prism separates polarities in light.
55. Energy condensed by magnifying glass.
56. Biological organisms emit energy.
57. Chemical reactions create negative energy.
58. Sound and vibrations create negative energy.
59. Friction creates positive energy.
60. Running water emits positive energy.
61. Positive electricity emits negative-energy.
62. Negative electricity emits positive-energy.
63. Corkscrew energy formation around conductor.
64. Negative emitters, tin, lead, palladium, cobalt, sulphur.
65. Positive emitters, bismuth, copper, zinc, osmium, titanium, potassium.
66. Everything emits light.
67. Base of crystals emit positive, tip emits negative.
68. Magnetic north is negative, south is positive.
69. Positive polarity of orange-red color.
70. Energy speed through iron .3 feet per second.
71. Polarity stronger in vacuum.
72. Emitted by tube shapes.
73. Affects photographic film.

After collecting some 60,000 characteristics of this energy and sorting energy semantic names of other researchers -- of which I have some 72 listed, plus others not listed -- I decided to call it after its nature: Neutral charge electricity of NEUTRICITY.
"We refer to the great riots that took place in Mexico City in 1624. The spark which ignited them, although trivial in itself, nevertheless a significant one. Prez de la Sena, Archbishop of Mexico City, in addition to tending the spiritual welfare of his flock, spent a not inconsiderable amount of energy in furthering his own financial and commercial interests. Among sundry businesses, he ran a private slaughterhouse in the very precincts of the archiepiscopal palace. Its establishment was illegal, and the Viceroy requested him to close it. The archbishop refused, saying that the Viceroy -- representing the King of Spain -- had no power over the head of the hierarchy; after which he launched a furious attack on the colonial government."

Archbishop Sena did have a constantly replenishable source of power for his pagan magickal practices indeed, the freshly shed blood from the slaughterhouse in his palace, to add to the nightly unpolarized sex force of the thousands of celibate priests and nuns in the city's monasteries and cloisters.

"While this attack on the colonial government was going on, a well-known food profiteer was found guilty of running a grain trust. This was one of the most serious offenses against the state, as by hoarding stocks of staple corn he had purposely made prices soar to such an extent that the poorer section of the population suffered real hunger and near-starvation. The merchant was heavily fined and the police were despatched to arrest him. It so happened, however, that the accused was an intimate friend of the archbishop's, and the latter encouraged him to resist arrest. The merchant attacked the police, fled to a Dominican monastery and asked for sanctuary.

"The Viceroy dared not trespass
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into the monastery; but, although careful not to infringe upon the religious privileges of the Roman Catholic Church, he was determined to punish the culprit and threw an armed guard around the premises. The archbishop, further to stultify the Viceroy's orders and thus undermine his authority, went ostentatiously to the monastery every day, where he visited his friend and advised him to resist, going so far even as to plan his escape. The Viceroy, however, remained unmoved and kept the monastery under continuous surveillance.

THE CATHOLIC GOD VERSUS THE STATE

"Realizing that he could not bend the Viceroy's will, the archbishop then turned the whole issue into a question of religious versus temporal authority. The Viceroy, he asserted, by throwing a cordon of armed guards round the monastery, was violating the right of sanctuary and hence the right of the Roman Catholic Church; and his action was a direct threat to his, the archbishop's authority. The government continued to refuse the release of the accused, indeed it arrested one of the archbishop's notaries for incitement to violence. As a reprisal, the archbishop excommunicated the Viceroy, the judges, the soldiers, the guards and the whole government."

Archbishop Sena undoubtedly had the backing of the Pope in this, for Urban VIII hated Spain and favored France -- which was governed at that time by Cardinal Richelieu. His own holy armies were busy attacking civil governments in Italy and he tried in vain to make Parma another papal state. "Like most of the papal armies of the last three centuries," writes Professor X in the 1911 edition of the Encyclobrannia Petidica, "Urban's troops distinguished themselves by wretched strategy, cowardice in the rank and file, and a Fabian avoidance of fighting which, discreet as it may be in the field of diplomacy, has invariably failed to save Rome on the field of battle... The financial difficulties of Italy were due to many causes, notably a shifting of the trade routes; but those of the papal states seem caused by misgovernment... The common people, as always, had to pay. The farming of exhorbitant taxes, coupled as it often was too often with concessions to the tax farmer, made the over-burdened peasantry drink the doubly bitter cup of exploitation and injustice. Economic distress increased the number of highway robberies, these in turn lamed commercial intercourse..." The pope's armies in Vietnam didn't do very well, either, with the late Cardinal Spellman as their Vicar. The Holy Roman Empire continues to shrink in spite of all efforts to preserve or enlarge it. The will of the planetary Logos is irresistible as He brings the Piscean Age to a well-deserved end.

HOLY TERRORISM IN MEXICO

"Faced with such religious fulmination," continues Manhattan, "the civil authorities found themselves helpless. The matter was no longer a judicial one but had become the old issue of church versus state. The Viceroy, to avoid worsening the situation, appealed to the apostolic judge, who ordered the archbishop to withdraw the ex-
communications. The archbishop, however, not only refused but locked up every church building in the capital and laid the whole city under interdict. All sacraments and religious services were suspended. The clergy hurled anathemas, and the bells of all the churches, monasteries and convents were made to toll incessantly, day and night, as if to announce a most frightful disaster. At such an astounding, never-ending din, the people began to crows into the streets in a state of semi-terror, asking the cause of such alarms.

**DAMNATION TO CIVIL GOVERNMENT**

"The answer was given in the form of long processions of priests carrying candles, singing hymns, led by a huge cross draped in black, stopping at the house of each person excommunicated to affix to the door the archbishop's condemnation, placing him outside the Church. No one must speak to, help or befriended any whom the archbishop had condemned.

"At such a sight the ignorant populace grew even more alarmed, an alarm which increased when they were told by the priests that they, too, would eventually be condemned to the eternal fires of hell. This while the slow and awful tolling of the bells continued unbroken throughout the day and the following night.

"When finally the terrorized mob could no longer endure this, the archbishop, having made sure that they were ready to follow him and to do anything he ordered them to do, in the hope of avoiding excommunication, told them to make ready to march with him against those who had compelled the Roman Catholic Church to use her anathemas against the city. Thereup he actually marched to the Supreme Court with the mob at his heels, in an attempt to intimidate the civil authorities. The Court, instead of being intimidated, ordered him to sign a juridical warrant. The archbishop, instead of complying, burst out into insults and incited the mob to use violence. Thereupon the Court had him arrested, heavily fined and officially banished from Mexico City.

Once in the suburbs, however, the archbishop excommunicated the whole government anew and 'blasted the city with a new interdict'. This was the beginning of an open rebellion. The mob, fearing that they, too, might be put outside the pale of the Church for not helping the archbishop, rose to defend religion against the king. The viceregal building was besieged, nearby heaps of bricks used for the construction of the cathedral were hurled against the palace. When these had gone, the people took to tearing up paving stones. Thereupon, led by a priest on horseback and shouting 'Long live Christ! Death the heretic!' they went to the assault of government headquarters, while another priest, seated on a chair placed on a table and holding the gospels in his hand 'absolved of blame and penance all those who took part in the assault on the palace'.

"The violence lasted until the next day, when the populace finally stormed the building, set it on fire and opened the jails. The Viceroy's guards opened fire and many were killed. The Viceroy, to
save his own life, had to escape in disguise and took refuge in a Franciscan convent. Having defeated those who defied the power of the Church, the archbishop made his triumphant entrance into the city at night, accompanied by more than four thousand men on foot and on horseback, many of them holding aloft lighted torches so that it seemed in the midst of day'.

CHURCH AND STATE, THE UNEASY COMPROMISE

"In distant Spain, the riots created a commotion. The king despatched a royal investigator, charged with finding out who was guilty and publishing an official report. Five priests were sentenced to the galleys. The Viceroy was completely acquitted.

"The riots of Mexico City, far from being a local dispute, had once more indicated to the civil authorities that it was far wiser to share the government with the Church than to govern without its consent. The state, represented either by the colonial authorities or by the king, generally gave way to avoid the worst, with the result that in the long run, the papacy, by turning the screw upon the civil authorities, threatening them either with revolt, Mexico City type, or forcible surrender to her claims, managed to acquire an ever-increasing influence in American society until finally she came to control the social, economic and hence political life of the Spanish colonies and thus keep a tight stranglehold upon the state itself."

We needn’t fear Mexico City-type riots in this nation as long as the present president openly endorses Church policy: Parochiaid, a full-fledged ambassador to the Vatican, the Anti-abortion program, Prayer in public schools and enthusiastic support of Roman Catholic dictatorships in Central America, Lebanon and the Philippines. The opposite is true in India where the nation still mourns the assassination of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi by fanatics of the Sikh religion and the resulting retaliatory riots by Hindus.

Now it comes out, quoting the Los Angeles "Times", Nov. 15, 1984 that "the assassins were told that by killing Indira Gandhi they would become religious martyrs, avenging the desecration of the Sikh's Golden Temple in Amritsar, the holiest shrine of the Sikh religion, attacked on Gandhi's orders June 6 to flush out terrorists who had sought asylum there and who were using the temple as a base of operations."

The "archbishops" of the Sikh religion were determined to have their revenge on Gandhi regardless of the consequences to millions of their devoted, hypnotized followers; so, with icy indifference they planned and saw to it that the evil deed was carried out, an event openly celebrated by Sikhs the world over -- but as expected, the slaughter and destruction of Sikh property began in India and went on for days. Rone Tempest, LA "Times" staff writer was there in New Delhi: "When the history is written of the horrors that followed
the assassination of Indira Gandhi, the 32nd block of
Trilokpuri Colony will be remembered as a
place where civilization disintegrated...
However, the residents of Block 32 were
all Sikhs, the Indian religion strongest in
Punjab state but with more than 1 million
followers in the New Delhi district. Since
Friday Block 32 no longer exists as a place or human habitation. Only
a few pets survive among the charred walls and foundations that re-
main. Some of the dogs, seemingly sentries for the dead, have taken
refuge on the few remaining roofs...
Neighborhood people place the
dead at 300 or more...

"When Madame Gandhi died, they (the Sikhs) celebrated and danced,"
said a young Hindu man standing on the edge of the block Monday. 'They
were drinking and distributing sweets and threatening us with long
knives.'...

The symbol of Sikh religion and culture shown here and
on the preceding page were sent to us by Sikh Associa-
tes Arjan Singh and Kirpal Singh Gil -- not from In-
dia but from Kuala Lumpur, Maylaysia. It is true
the revered founders and leaders of their religion,
such as Guru Nank Devji and Gobind Singji, prea-
ched peace and tolerance, but it is otherwise
with the ambitious men, hungry for power and
money who organize the teachings into a
formal religion. They are not immortal.
As borderland scientists let’s follow them
and Archbishop Sena on into the heaven pre-
pared for them by a thoughtful and compas-
sionate Logos, as described by Franchise
de Medici in his book of Astral travels,
"A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands", Chap. IX:

"I was next sent to visit what will
indeed seem a strange country to exist in
the spirit world. The Land of Ice and Snow
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-- the Frozen Land -- in which lived all those who had been cold and selfishly calculating in their earthly lives. Those who had crushed out and chilled and frozen from their own lives and the lives of others, all those warm sweet impulses and affections which make the life of the heart and soul. Love had been so crushed and killed by them that its sun could not shine where they were, and only the frost of life remained.

"Great statesmen were amongst those whom I saw dwelling in this land, but they were those who had not loved their country nor sought its good. Only their own ambitions, their own aggrandizement had been their aim, and to me they now appeared to dwell in great palaces of ice and on the lofty pinnacles of their own ambitions. Others more humble and in different paths in life I saw, but all alike were chilled and frozen by the awful coldness and barrenness of a life from which all warmth, all passion, was shut out. I had learned the evils of an excess of emotion and of passion, now I saw the evils of their entire absence. Thank God this land had far fewer inhabitants than the other, for terrible as are the effects of mis-used love, they are not so hard to overcome as the absence of all the tender feelings of the human heart.

HIGH PRIESTS OF ALL RELIGIONS

"There were men here who had been prominent members of every religious faith and every nationality on your earth. Roman Catholic Cardinals and priests of austere and pious but cold and selfish lives, Puritan preachers, Methodist ministers, Presbyterian divines, Church of England bishops and clergymen, missionaries, Brahmin priests, Parsees, Egyptians, Mohammedans (let us not forget the Sikhs!) -- in short all sorts and all nationalities were to be found in the Frozen Land, yet in scarcely one was there enough warmth of feeling to thaw the ice around themselves even in a small degree. When there was even a little tiny drop of warmth, such as one tear of sorrow, then the ice began to melt and there was hope for that poor soul.

"There was one man whom I saw who appeared to be enclosed in a cage of ice; the bars were of ice, yet they were as bars of polished steel for strength. This man had been one of the Grand Inquisitors of the Inquisition in Venice, and had been one of those whose very names sent terror to the heart of any unfortunate who fell into their clutches; a most celebrated name in history, yet in all the records of his life and acts there was not one instance where one shade of pity for his victims had touched his heart and caused him to turn aside even for one brief moment, from his awful determination in torturing and killing those whom the Inquisition got into its toils. A man known for his own hard austere life, which had no more indulgence for himself than for others. Cold and pitiless, he knew not what it was to feel one answering throb awake in his heart for another's sufferings. His face was a type of cold unemotional cruelty; the long thin high nose, the pointed sharp chin, the high and rather wide cheek bones, the thin straight cruel lips like a thin line across the face, the head somewhat flat and wide over the ears, while the deep-set pene-
trating eyes glittered from their penthouse brows with the cold steely glitter of a wild beast's.

"Like a procession of spectres I saw the wraiths of some of this man's many victims glide past him, maimed and crushed, torn and bleeding from their tortures -- pallid ghosts, wandering astral shades, from which the souls had departed forever, but yet which clung around this man, unable to decay into the elements whilst his magnetism attached them, like a chain, to him. The souls and all the higher elements had forever left those -- which were true astral shells -- yet they possessed a certain amount of astral vitality -- only it was all drawn from this man, not from the released spirits which had once inhabited them. They were such things as those ghosts are made of which are seen haunting the spot where some one too good and innocent to be chained to earth, has been murdered. They seem to their murderers and others to live and haunt them, yet the life of such astrals (or ghosts) is but a reflected one, and ceases as soon as remorse and repentance have sufficed to sever the tie that links them to their murderers.

REVENGE! THE TIE THAT BINDS TO EARTH!

"Other spirits I saw haunting this man, and taunting him with his own helplessness and their past sufferings, but these were very different looking; they were more solid in appearance and possessed a power and strength and intelligence wanting in those other misty-looking shades. These were spirits whose astral forms still held the immortal souls imprisoned in them, though they had been so crushed and tortured that only the fierce desire for revenge remained. These spirits were incessant in their endeavor to get at their former oppressor and tear him to pieces, and the icy cage seemed to be regarded by him as much a protection from them as a prison for himself.

"One more clever than the rest had constructed a long, sharp-pointed pole which he thrust through the bars to prod at the man within, and wonderful was the activity he displayed in trying to avoid its sharp point. Others had sharp short javelins which they hurled through the bars at him. Others again squirted foul, slimy water, and at times the whole crowd would combine in trying to hurl themselves in masse upon the sheltering bars to break through, but in vain. The wretched man within, whom long experience had taught the impregnability of his cage, would taunt them in return with a cold crafty
enjoyment of their fruitless efforts.

"To my mental query as to whether this man would ever be released, an answer was given to me by that majestic spirit whose voice I had heard at rare times speaking to me. On various occasions when I had asked for help or knowledge, this spirit had spoken to me, as now, from a distance, his voice sounding to me as the voice spoken of by the prophets of old when they thought the Lord spoke to them in the thunder. This voice rang in my ears with its full deep tones, yet neither the imprisoned spirit nor those haunting him heard it; their ears were deaf so that they could not hear, and their eyes blind so that they could not see.

"And to me the voice said: 'Son, behold the thoughts of this man for one brief moment -- see how he would use liberty were it his.'

THE LIMITS OF OUR FREEDOM

"And I saw, as one sees images reflected in a mirror, the mind of this man. First the thought that he could get free, and when once free he could force himself back to earth and the earth plane, and once there he could find some still in the flesh whose aspirations and ambitions were like his own, and through their help he would forge a still stronger yoke of iron to rivet upon men's necks, and found a still crueler tyranny -- a still more pitiless Roman Catholic Inquisition, if that were possible; which would crush out the last remnant of liberty left to its oppressed victims. He knew he would sway a power far greater than his earthly power in Venice, since he would work with hands and brain freed from all earthly fetters, and would be able to call up around him kindred spirits, fellow workers with souls as cruel as his own.

"He seemed to revel in the thought of the fresh oppression he could plan, and took pride to himself in the recollection that he had ever listened unmoved to the shrieks and groans and prayers of the victims he had tortured to death. From the love of oppression and for his own relentless ambition had he worked, making the aggrandisement of his religious order but the pretext for his ambitions; and in no single atom of his hard soul was there awakened one spark of pity or remorse. Such a man set free to return to earth would be a source of danger far more deadly than the most fierce wild beast, since his powers would be far less limited.

"He did not know that his vaunted Inquisition, which he still sought to strengthen in all its deadly powers, had become a thing of the past, swept away from the face of God's earth by a power far mightier than any he could wield; and that, like the dark and terrible age in which it had sprung up like a poisonous growth, it had gone nevermore to return -- thank God! -- never again to disgrace
humanity by the crimes committed in the name of Him who came only to preach peace and love on earth -- gone, with its traces and its scars left yet upon the human mind in its shaken and broken trust in a God and an immortality. The recoil of that movement which at last swept away the Inquisition is yet felt on earth, and long years must pass before all which was good and pure and true and had survived throughout even those dark ages shall reassert its power and lead men back to their faith in a God of Love not a God of Horrors, as those oppressors painted him.

"From this Frozen Land I turned away chilled and saddened. I did not care to linger there or explore its secrets, though it may be that again at some time in the future I may visit it. I felt that there was nothing I could do in that land, none I could understand, and they but froze and revolted me without my doing them any good."

The men who run the Church for their own gain were shrewd enough to quietly disown the Inquisition and adapt to the changing times, but it lives on in the Office of the Propagation of the Faith in the Vatican. We had an example of that power here in the United States last year when warm-hearted men in Congress recognized the rising tide of poverty and starvation in Ethiopia, and prepared legislation to authorize the shipment of millions of dollars worth of food and medical supplies to that unfortunate African nation. To their shame, the papists in Washington tacked on to the Ethiopian Relief bill an amendment appropriating millions of dollars for military equipment to support the Roman Catholic dictatorships in Central America. So, the Ethiopian Relief bill was held up for over three months while the cold-hearted Religious Right fought to get their money for war. Well, as revealed by Franchezko de Medici in his borderland research, when this life ends, they have an appropriate heaven waiting for them, in which they can spend hundreds, perhaps thousands of years among their own kind. But they have failed Judgment Day on this planet and will never see the light of day in the flesh here again; for the Earth will have moved on into the next, higher phase of its evolution -- what we call the Aquarian Age.

THE DIVIDING OF THE WAY

Hundreds of Ages have have had their day of glory and come to an end but this one is different. This is graduation time for the human race at the mid-point in its evolution. The failures will no longer be with us as they have been in the past. "The penalty visited upon Poseid (Atlantis, 9564 B.C.) was the crowning sentence of that Age," wrote Phylos through Frederick Oliver in 1890. "Century after Century in the majestic march of time hath passed since the sun looked down upon a wild waste of ocean waters where but a few days before had been the regal Island-Continent. Another cycle hath reached its end; its last hour hath chimed. All that which is imperfect in the now closed Sixth Day is come in stately measured but inexorable way to face judgment by the standard Truth. Spot nor blemish can hope to stand nor continue before it. Neither can aught be amended so as now to escape its karmic penalty. . . ."
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WHERE ARE THE RIFE MICROSCOPES?

By Edith Kermit Roosevelt
From "Critique", the Fall-Winter 1984 Issue

Why haven't we looked into the effects that the late Charles Raymond Rife achieved in using electromagnetic waves of specific frequencies on cancer or other diseases?

Rife's extraordinary findings appear to add up to an entirely new theory of the origin and cause of cancer. In the words of Dr. Arthur W. Yale, who lived in San Diego, California near Rife's laboratory and used his device on patients, "After further research we may eliminate the second largest cause of deaths in the U.S."

As far back as the 1920s, Rife and his colleagues were able to eliminate cancer in humans as well as test animals by bombarding waves of certain frequencies at their tissues. But according to Christopher Bird, author of the best-selling "The Secret Life of Plants", the Rife microscope used in these treatments -- as well as its photographic evidence -- have disappeared inexplicably.

Bird, who is presently writing a book on the mysteries of what suppressed inventors and inventions, notes that although there has been considerable investigation since Rife's death ten years ago, no one seems to know what happened to his estate. Were Rife's discoveries suppressed by medical monopolists? The Washington author-researcher told this correspondent: "The Lee Foundation for nutritional research in Milwaukee, Wisconsin maintains that Rife, his microscope and life work were tabooed by leaders in the American medical profession of that day. Furthermore, any medical doctor who made use of his practical discoveries was stripped of his privileges as a member of the local medical society."

With his invention Rife was able to look at living organisms. What he observed convinced him of the following:
1. Germs are the result of disease and not the cause and that depending on the state, the body could convert a harmless bacterium into a lethal pathogen;
2. That these pathogens could be instantly killed, each by a specific frequency of light;
3. That cells, regarded as the irreducible building blocks of living matter, are composed of smaller cells, themselves made up of smaller cells, and this process continues with higher and higher magnifications in a 16-step, stage-by-stage journey into the micro-beyond.

These facts are revealed in thousands of still pictures and
hundreds of feet of movie film of Rife's work. Yet all of this material as well as the Rife microscopes seem to have disappeared without a trace.

Rife had designed and built five microscopes with a range from 5,000 to 50,000 diameters in magnification. The Rife microscope's entire optical system of 14 lenses and prisms as well as an illuminating unit was made of crystal quartz which is transparent to ultraviolet radiation. In the scope, light was bent and polarized in such a way that a specimen could be illuminated by very narrow parts of the whole spectrum, one part at a time and even by a single frequency of light.

LIFE RAYS, AND A DEATH RAY

Thus Rife could select a specific frequency or frequencies of light that resonated with a specimen's chemical components. Then the specimen would emit its own light of a characteristic color which enabled it to be identified. By using a special frequency emitter which he developed along with his microscope, he was able to project killing waves through a tube filled with helium gas which was said to be efficient in destroying micro-organisms at a distance as great as 1,000 feet.

This "death ray" principle was able to disintegrate not only many lethal organisms such as tuberculosis, typhoid, leprosy and hoff-and-mouth disease but also what Rife called the "BX virus", the cancer bacilli measuring only 1/20 by 1/15 of a micron.

Under Rife's microscope, at 20,000 diameters, the scientist and his colleagues were able to see the animated form of the BX cancer virus in a sealed tube that had been placed in a two-inch water vacuum and heated for 24 hours at near body temperature to counter the ionization.

Rife states that he not only eliminated the BX viruses in a cancer culture obtained from the Paradise Valley Sanitorium in National City, California but also disintegrated the cancer virus in more than 400 experimental rats and other animals in his laboratory. What then about the effectiveness of similar radiation on human cancers? As we continue to spend billions of dollars annually to find a cure for cancer, it is interesting to give the full text of Rife's report:

"The first clinical work on cancer was completed under the supervision of Milbank Johnson, M.D., which was set up under a special medical research committee of the University of California. Sixteen cases were treated at the clinic for many types of malignancy. After three months, fourteen of these so-called hopeless cases were signed off as clinically cured by a staff of five medical doctors and Alvin G. Foord, M.D., pathologist for the group."

As modern healing methods increasingly turn their attention to acupuncture, biomagnetics and other methods of cure by controlling energy fields, it could well be that we will experience a revival.
of interest in the Rife microscopes.

* * *

Edith Kermit Roosevelt is a freelance journalist living and working in Washington D.C. We met her at the World Future Society convention there in June. She specializes in borderland subjects such as this article on Rife in "Critique, a Journal of Conspiracies and Metaphysics" published by the Critique Foundation, POB 11451, Santa Rosa, California 95406. It is a quarterly, $12 a year.

Rife's materials and equipment were confiscated by an agency of the U.S. Government and turned over to other agencies for their clandestine use. Official thievery, you might call it. No doubt the death ray principle discovered and perfected by Raymond Rife has been perfected to where it can be used on enemies of the state, such as borderland inventors whose perfected devices threaten to make obsolete or make bankrupt certain established industries. How else can we account for the sudden and mysterious death of Professor W.J. Hooper, teacher of high energy physics at The Principia College of Arts, Elsah, Illinois? Two days after Prof. Hooper received copies of the patents on his Free Energy Device he was suddenly dead. He claimed to have discovered the cause of gravity -- a slight differential shift between proton and electron -- and proved its practical application with a working bench model.

His assistant, Mrs. Frances Gibson, described Prof. Hooper and his work at the Second International Symposium on Non-Conventional Energy Technology in Atlanta, Georgia in September 1983. She is carrying on his work with Electrodynamic Gravity, Inc., Akron, Ohio. A cassette tape of her talk can be obtained from Ken McNeill's "Caddake Industries", PO Box 9478, Winter Haven, Florida 33880 for $6.00. The phone is 813-956-4040.

THE ALL-IMPORTANT RIFE RATES

These were not totally suppressed, fortunately, and Associate Ed Skilling was able to obtain them from a source in San Diego. There are six of them, all in the audio spectrum; and these, presumably after exhaustive tests, were proven to be the most effective in dissolving unwanted tissue. The rates are 666, 690, 740, 1840 and 1998 Hertz. Anyone who has an Audio Signal Generator can reproduce them. Though you may not be able to project them "through a helium tube of gas" in your own research, you can apply them to the specimen or body through electrodes on the skin or earphones placed over the affected part.

Ed has kindly made up a cassette tape containing the Rife vibes or sounds, from 666 working their way up through all of them to and including 1998 Hertz. It runs a half an hour. On the other side, also in the square wave mode, we have reproduced the 2000 Hertz wave identified by Russian physicists as the brain rate which accompanies successful "remote viewing" or clairvoyance. We can dub off a copy for you at our usual charge of $7.00, postpaid.
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THEY LIVE IN THE SKY
By Trevor James Constable
Pertinent Excerpts From A
Flying Saucer Classic Of
The 1950s, Part VI (Continued from the July-August 1984 Journal)

In the book "Into This World and Out Again" by George Van Tassel, the statement is made that there are three sub-stations established in the "vortex of the Earth" whatever that might be. One of these stations, named Shan Chea, is purported to be 1500 miles square in our measure. Yet, we cannot see this enormous object! Because we cannot see the object, the scientific attitude has been that such statements are pure balderdash and properly belong in the science fiction field.

The information regarding these satellites was on record before Dr. Tombaugh and Dr. LaPaz located the so-called moonlets, and may be the reason these gentlemen began looking for them. Until their location, astronomers were quite sure there was no heavenly body closer to the earth than the moon. But even Dr. LaPaz and Dr. Tombaugh could not "see" the moonlets, which were alleged to have been detected by radar. . . According to George Van Tassel, these space stations are positive to light, and therefore not visible to our positive polarity vision. . .

Trevor: "What can you tell us about Shan Chea? How long has it been orbiting the earth? What is its size relative to Schare, the other base you have near us?"

Ashtar: "Shan Chea is the earth-child satellite and has been orbiting your earth now for almost 2000 years since the appearance of Jesus the Master upon your surface. 1500 miles square it is a complex assemblage of instrumentation which permits constant surveillance of your surface and the beings upon it. Before very many months have passed -- although we will at this time give you no earthly measure of when, Shan Chea will pass through the atmosphere of Shan (earth) and a great commotion will be caused by its appearance. It will be visible to physical eyes at that time.

"Our present altitude is 500 miles and varies considerably from time to time. Schare is different to Shan Chea in that it is a Quadra station. It is not square, but what you call spheroid. Its purposes are also different in our system."
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ASTRONOMY'S FALSE FRAMEWORK

With reference to astronomy Ashtar had this to say: "The most outstanding fact about your astronomers is their unwillingness to learn. There are two basic things in your astronomy which lead to most of its erroneous concepts. Light is not understood by your technology, and light-years, the derivative measure of distance, which is based on a misunderstanding of light itself. On Shan (earth) you have not yet begun to understand the true nature of light.

"We do things with light and through light that would astound your most brilliant minds. These erroneous concepts held by your astronomers lead to treacherous errors in the theories which are based on them. These continue to compound themselves until the whole fabric of astronomical theory on Shan is stretched upon an entirely false framework. Errors of this nature are doubly compounded with the use of spectrosopes for viewing other planets and deciding by this means whether or not life is possible upon their surfaces. To begin with, all conceptions currently held by your astronomers regarding the nature of atmospheric gases, temperature and pressure upon other planets are incorrect.

"My own home planet, Venus, for example, has many elements in its atmosphere which are unknown upon Shan. Added to this, your scientists do not know the composition of their own atmosphere belt, through 250 miles of which they are looking at the light from other planets. And then, space itself is something of which they know little, although their estimates of what it is are quite authoritative in their own eyes. They imagine it to be a vacuum of some kind, whereas in fact it is filled with a host of things, including etheric currents of which they know nothing. The spectroscope cannot even perform with remote accuracy under these conditions, especially as the outer limits of your own atmosphere are extremely variable and uncertain as to content."

There is observational evidence to prove that the etheric concept has validity, strange as it may seem. The classic case of this is the New Zealand sighting where a large fusiform "spacecraft" as big or bigger than a DC6 airliner exploded over that country's Southern Alps leaving a tall column of smoke. If the physical theory is to hold true for all the UFOs, there simply had to be wreckage of this large craft. None was ever found. . . Can we get an explanation of these happenings from an invisible intelligence?

Ashtar: "On occasions, craft crash for one reason or another, not the least of which is the striking of giant nodes in the space currents on which we travel. These disintegrate the craft, even as a surge of power will burst open an electric motor not protected by fuses. Sometimes, in the disintegration process, the etheric matter may be rendered visible as it becomes subject to gravity and lands upon earth. It will, however, rapidly degenerate into jelly, then into liquid, and then into gas, from which condition it returns to the universe once more."
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In the rudimentary schooling given to most people, rain, clouds and wind are part of the weather. Meteorologists may not consider these part of the weather. I do regard rain, clouds and wind as part of the planetary weather and, since there are the agencies through which radioactive rain is delivered to human habitations, I cannot accept the statements of meteorologists that atom bombs do not affect the weather... What other effects are wrought by the release of radioactive particles we cannot tell. Perhaps these particles, after ascending to great altitudes, are affected by the earth's polarity to produce strange weather effects.

ATOMIC BLASTING EFFECTS, ANOTHER VIEW

Ashtar: "I have information for you concerning the testing of hydrogen derivative weapons at Eniwetok. The continued release of these blast forces, both at Eniwetok and elsewhere on Shan has produced a change in your planetary weather system that is irreparable. Your seasons, as you term them, are now moved forward eight weeks over past records. Thus, summer extends into October, winter into the end of April. These changes, of course, are permanent. In addition, the axis of the planet has been disturbed producing irregularities in astronomical observations which are already concerning your scientists.

"We find it the height of folly and fallacy that your meteorological men cannot correlate these changes to blast forces released. The blasts penetrate not only to the limit of your atmosphere, but beyond into the solar system of which Shan is a part, and into other solar systems. Reactions are produced by this fission of which your scientists are presently unaware. These reactions affect the atmospheric envelope of Shan, through which they are conveyed first by the power of the explosion and subsequently by the planetary wind system. These are not predictions, my friend, these things are in effect today."

THE AIR DROP BLAST OF 1956

Ashtar: "Scientists have already exploded yet another fission device at Eniwetok. You have already experienced the drop in temperature. There will be more. There will be considerable climatic havoc on your surface. The effect of fission upon the weather is obvious to everyone except the scientists, who do not wish to believe what is obvious to the simplest entity. Your scientists are not satisfied with the sun they have been given, but prefer to make their own. The Creator's work is not good enough for them. This prospect fills us with sorrow."

With only U.S. newspaper reports to go by, I submit that there was "considerable climatic havoc". Immediately following the May 21, 1956 air-drop bomb, the city of Indianapolis was inundated by torrential rain. This flood was unprecedented in the area. The Idaho floods worsened as undreds were driven from their homes. An undersea eruption took place off the Hawaiian Islands and record-breaking
low temperatures, plus frost, inflicted at least $5 million worth of damage on farmers in U.S. northeastern states. Many northern New England towns had temperatures in the 20s at the end of May. European records of weather at the time are also far from pleasant.

ANNIHILATION ON THE LOWER ASTRAL PLANE

Trevor: "It seems to me that there is too much unanimity in the objections received from the unseen world about atomic blasting. I also note that you seem to regard a certain amount of destruction as being part of our present lives. Is it therefore true that atomic bombs destroy in some way the dark ones, or so affects them that they cannot function properly?"

Ashtar: "I am able to answer that in the affirmative, to this extent. The forces I command know that certain evolutionary courses have to be followed by your planet, and it is unfortunate that destruction is a part of this evolutionary plan. There is no way that particular facet of human conduct can be eliminated except by evolution. Therefore, our concern is not so much with explosions, bombing or killing but with the fission of a living substance, such as hydrogen. (The three others are oxygen, nitrogen and carbon. Their symbol is the Swastika or the swirling hooked cross. rhc) This is not permitted and we will halt any experimentation of this type. No living substance may be fissionized.

"The effect of atomic bombs on the Dark Forces is very profound. The particular form of blast caused by nuclear or atomic weapons sunders the intelligence faculties from the forms they are associated with and scatters these into space where they cannot be reassembled. Thus the atomic bomb means for them annihilation, even as it will eventually mean a similar fate for humanity if employed to excess, at least as far as physical life is concerned.

"The effect upon the particular molecular structure of the Dark Ones is profound. Therefore you find that practically all communications from them deal with and dwell on this particular thing. It is in a sense a manifestation of the Power of the Almighty and it is curtailing their activities considerably. It is also a weapon against them, for which they have no answer. How strange it is after all their depredations that they should suddenly ask someone to be merciful to them."

Trevor: "What do the present intentions of the Dark Ones portend, concerning assaults on our surface?"

Ashtar: "During the next few weeks and months the astral forces will increase their activities along the western coasts of America. Many of their craft will be sighted. Should aircraft of yours be sent against them, they will be destroyed by the agency of a heat ray. Fires of mysterious origin will occur in the Americas and Western Europe. Explosions and unforecasted weather phenomena will be part of their system of attack. Failures in electronic equipment are easily induced by them." (Continued in the next Journal)
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THE KEYS OF ENOCH

Review by Gladys Iris Clark
Part II, Conclusion

Continuing the capsulization of Dr. J.J. Hurtak's "Keys of Enoch", a book that is being read and absorbed by laymen as well as scientists and physicists everywhere: Not only is this New Age teaching spreading in the United States but more especially in South Africa, Brazil, Venezuela, the Argentine as well as classes in Switzerland. The reason is apparent after one cursory examination of the consistent answers to life's questions contained in the "Keys". A study in depth convinces the most recalcitrant skeptic of its underlying truth. Embracing the holy Enochian dialogue brings much more enthusiasm and satisfaction than can be found in either Eastern or Western philosophy. Truly it can be said that it is the summum bonum in which science and religion join forces.

Returning from his celestial euphoria (Merkabah), Dr. Hurtak lost his neophyte status as had Swedenborg 200 years before him, who also went into the higher dimensions in full consciousness. Dr. Hurtak covered actual spatial interviews with entities such as Enoch, Melchidezek and the Archangel Metatron, formulator of the higher sciences. He became acquainted with some of the hosts of heaven, even with the Archangels Michael, Raphael, Gabriel and others not in our galactic field.

He also met with many in superstar universes such as Sirius, Orion and the Pleiades, as well as with their rulers. We must admit that having such experiences is a rare occurrence, seldom given to anyone within any millenium and rarely in the same manner. Fortunately for inquisitive minds both Swedenborg and Dr. Hurtak were able to record as well as publish their celestial findings. The world is
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conceivably richer from their experiences now revealed and widely read and studied.

The scribe, in this instance Dr. Hurtak, reminds me that we are currently in a cosmic countdown and that the time is much later than we believe. In a recent class study here in Sedona, Arizona our knowledgable instructor gave us a preview stressing the importance of Giza pyramid in relation to survival on this planet and just what is involved.

I will quote: “Before this great enigmatic structure was dismantled or rather deactivated at about the time of the Exodus, ancient records speak of a capstone, possibly a magnetized crystal which served as a beacon of pulsating energy -- a homing device. As for the structure itself, pyramid or rather "pyro-mid", translated as "fire in the center" involves a cosmic technology little understood by our modern scientists and physicists. In fact it is quite beyond ordinary comprehension as it involves light techniques connected with the stars as well as a massive grid system in which our planet plays but an infinitesimal part.

"From the standpoint of modern physics the Giza pyramid is an enlarged duplicate of the carbon atom. According to Enoch it is also the magnetic model of the human body as well as the mathematics of the human heart beat. It resembles something like a bio-rhythm chart etched in stone. You can also find crystalline, pyramidal shaped particles in human blood which contains all the mathematics of DNA-RNA which makes physical life possible on this planet. It is the lower chemistry of star creations. Indeed, we are learning that the pyramidal (pyro-mid) model in all of its varied aspects is vital to our very existence.

"Situated exactly in the geophysical center of the land mass of the earth this miracle in stone, according to Master Enoch, also contains an extremely complex star code which, as already noted, involves the human evolutionary process. This is all in accord with the overall Cosmic Plan in which the "pyro-mid" radiates and pulsates invisibly.
ble shafts of Light in the direction of Orion and the Pleiades our Central Sun. Few realize that from these two beacons of Light-Intelligence came forth the Adamic race as we know it, on the Seventh Ray of Creation."

AQUARIAN AGE PRESSURES

Briefly, the influence of new magnetic wavelengths now reaching our planet, both stimulating and changing old bio-magnetic forces in our bodies, are being felt by almost everyone. Those on the Left-hand Path appear to be adversely affected. Others appear to be stimulated and are given the vision of a bright future when the final conflict ceases. The changes now going on may cause geophysical changes as the great tectonic plates of the earth begin to shift in relation to specific star points and radiation centers divided into twelve segments. We are told by geologists that the planet's poles have in past ages reversed several times on some rhythmic cycle. At the present time we are to the close of a six thousand year cycle.

Faith in the Hierarchies and heavenly Hosts as well as the ancient wisdom of the Qabalah (Kaballah) which only the chosen are allowed to see and understand is but one of the Truths explained in this teaching. The Qabalah reveals how our universe is governed by the wisdom and glories of still higher universes whose scientific teachings are given in every age in order that the species on this and other planets can find their resurrection into the higher evolution of life.

Enoch explained that mankind, in the foreseeable future, through advanced DNA-RNA coding, will have the ability to overcome death. On this point I will quote from Key 3-1-9, page 545, from the Keys of Enoch: 'Throughout our present redemptive age, the 'spiritual Israel', exemplified through the work of Enoch, Elijah and Jesus, proved that physical ascension is possible in this dimension or reality for all the world to experience.' By means of changing his chemical and atomic structure man will one day learn to use his higher body for multi-dimensional travel thus freeing himself from the limitations of time and space, all of which conforms to Cosmic law.

We must admit that our species is a wondrous miracle so why should we not try to fathom its genius, especially with the possibility of being rescued by Merkabeh should the earth changes become too violent. These illusive, self-contained vehicles, some fifty miles in length, should be able to accommodate a large number of earth beings, should the need arise.

* * *

Detailed description of life aboard a "Merkabeh" ten miles in diameter is in one of the earliest contactee books, Orfeo Angelucci's "Son of the Sun", 1959, and long out of print. If you can't locate a used copy, we can have one Xeroxed at the local Copy Shop for $15.00 a copy, postpaid.
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THE OCCULT CAUSES OF DEGENERATIVE DISEASES

"I have had no contact with BSRF for quite some time. The old bulletins I have on the Lakhovsky MWO date back to 1964. Surely some progress has been made since then! My work has been self-motivated and sustained. I spent 12 years in the San Francisco Bay area. As Vice-president of the California Society for Psychical Study in Berkeley I stumbled on an important finding whilst conducting experiments in deliberate time-distortion in subjects under deep plenary hypnosis. Since then I have extrapolated the results to the degenerative diseases with positive results and repeatability. Long story. If you are interested I would put it down on paper for your Bulletin. Also I was psychic consultant to the Oakland "Tribune" and investigated many a weird occurrence in the Bay area. It was excellent experience, though.

"My objective is to establish scientifically the fundamental cause of cancer and other degenerative diseases and expound what the correct procedure is to rectify the condition. I know others in BSRF and elsewhere have been involved in this kind of study and I would have hoped some tangible progress has been made over the years. Anyway, enroll me in BSRF and send me the list of publications and anything else which may be appropriate to the work."

Roy McLellan, Parapsychologist
1523 Poster Drive, Reno, Nevada 89509

Welcome aboard, Mac. By all means, let us have a two or three page article on your findings. Some of the Scientology auditors of the late L. Ron Hubbard stumbled into this area of past-life causes of present-life physical, emotional and mental problems, and "ran them out" with some success. Some liberal-minded Psychiatrists are using this unorthodox approach, past-life-recall, also with some success in cleaning out the subconscious. One specific past-life cause of cancer was given to us by Robert Mahany at the West Coast Dowsers' Convention at Santa Cruz, out of his own work in Spiritual Healing. In a past life in Europe the cancer victim had great faith in the Church and its priests. A loved one was seriously ill; so the CV asked that a Mass be performed on the loved one's behalf and gave a substantial donation to the Church; but the sufferer went ahead and died anyhow. Sorrow over the loss turned into resentment and bitterness against the Church and against God -- an unresolved problem which has to be suffered out, or worked out in this life, the "eternal damnation" hinted at by Jesus in Mark 3:29, for those who blaspheme against the Holy Ghost. There must be forgiveness before there can be a complete cure. Forgive others who may have wronged you, and forgive yourself for having carried the grudge.
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STARVATION IN AFRICA

The great crisis on that unfortunate continent is partially the responsibility of mankind and more particularly of those advanced nations which plundered its natural resources in the colonial period; nevertheless, in the larger context of the Judgment Day and the end of the Piscean Age, billions of bodies of the younger souls using this planet as a school room for their evolution will be destroyed anyhow, if not by starvation, by some other catastrophe, man-made or natural.

Magnificent efforts are now being made to bring food to the starving millions in Ethiopia; but the ruthless dictator of that nation will turn those efforts to his own ends, proving himself a useful physical plane agent to some Prince of Darkness whose motto is: "Evil, be thou my good."

Mengistu! Mark that name well; for if Ruth Montgomery’s Guides are correct, his name will be much in the news in the years to come. In her 1979 book, "Strangers Among Us", she wrote: "The Horn of Africa, they say, is the place to watch. If they are correct in their prognostications, World War III will be set off around 1986 by Ethiopia, which will first subvert then attack some of its neighbors. The conflagration will spread like the proverbial wildfire throughout the troubled continent of Africa, eventually engulfing most of the nations of the earth in the flames of war..."

"As long as 1973, the Guides began telling me about a then obscure 'man of mixed lineage' in Abyssinia (the former name of Ethiopia which the Guides still use) who would become a very real threat to world peace. In 1975-76, while dictating much of the material for 'The World Before', they continued to harp on this man, warning that he was secretly in touch with the Kremlin hierarchy, that he was determined to seize control of Ethiopia 'and from there to wreak havoc on the surrounding area, take over oil and mineral resources, and wage war on the world.

"His purpose is to seek world domination through anarchy and strife. He is a real menace and should be apprehended before inestimable damage is done..." Then in November 1978 they declared that the man (Mengistu) had just signed a treaty of friendship with the Soviet Union in Moscow. They identified him as a member of the Dergue (military junta) that overthrew King Haile in 1974. Mengistu immediately became vice-chairman of the Dergue and three years later
succeeded to the top post when the chairman was murdered.

"After learning his name I interviewed a top source in the U.S. government who described Mengistu Haile Mariam to me as a 'fanatic of murky lineage', whose mother belonged to the Galla tribe and whose father's identity is unknown, at least in America. He said that Mengistu, as a youth, attended a military school in Ethiopia maintained by those of poor background and he twice came to America for training (and MIRÖ failed to enlist him on our side?) and was a low-ranking officer in the Ethiopian army at the time of the coup d'etat which overthrew King Haile Selassie. He is now thirty-eight years old. . . The kickoff for World War III will be about 1986 when Ethiopia launches a military offensive against its neighbors. 'Backed by Soviet armaments it will quickly ignite that entire area of Africa, and the fighting will spread out like tentacles across the sea. . . Western Europe will become alarmed, but with no stomach for fighting will hold back while its Eastern neighbors mobilize. The United Nations will become a forum for angry words by worried statesmen but will be powerless to stop the course of violence. The U.S. President at that time will be struggling with a runaway economy and with war-sick countrymen who want no part of the battle. . . Russia openly enters the worsening conflict. . . China will eventually be drawn in on the side of the Western allies. . . America will no longer be able to sit on the fence. England will be frantically calling for aid. . . When the United States is finally forced into action after the invasion of Western Europe it will be too late. Russia will sweep across from Eastern Europe into Paris, and the English Channel will be clogged with refugees. . . the turning point will come when Red Chinese forces move against Russia on the eastern flank. . .

THE GREAT STORM OF THE LATE 1980s

"There will be famine in many of the areas overrun by war and nuclear explosions will poison much of the growing foods. Animals will die and because man has become so dependent on meat in many parts of the world, there will be real hardships for civilians as well as the military. Food riots in cities will become a common occurrence. The great storm of the late 1980s will produce such devastation that war-weary nations, forced to repair damage and provide shelter for their people, will gradually ease off the deliberate killings, and in the early 1990s a tenuous peace will reign, except for sporadic border skirmishes. . ." (From Ruth Montgomery's "Strangers Among Us" a Fawcett Crest paperback, 1979, $2.95)

WHO'S IN CHARGE HERE?

The President or his spiritual advisers? It could be Cardinal Krol of Philadelphia, Archbishop O'Connor of New York City, or perhaps the Papal Nuncio. Anyhow, after the Christmas Manger scene had been banned from the White House lawn for eleven years by the Supreme Court, as a violation of the All-American principle of separation of Church and State, the President ordered it put back again this Christmas, to put even more distance between himself and the nation's Found-
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ing Fathers, who were Ethical Deists with a praiseworthy tolerance of all the faiths and a firm belief in an All-Present Creator -- non-Sectarian! If one were to ask a presidential adviser when the White House was going to give public recognition to the other Saviors of mankind: Chenrezigs of the Tibetan Buddhists, Krishna of the Hindus, Zoroaster of the Persians, Mohammed of the Muslims, the Buddha, Bacab and Quetzlcoatl of the Aztecs, Jesus of the Celtic Druids, Orpheus of the Greeks and Osiris of the Egyptians -- not to mention Moses of the Jews -- the answer would be an icy "No comment!"

That eight-foot chain link fence around the Manger Scene is ironic reminder that Jesus Christ is the exclusive property of the Church.

"IMAGES OF HYPERSPACE"

Religion has given us images of Hyperspace in the traditional paintings and statues of Saviors, Angels, Devils and so on and now Computer Graphics are adding considerably to the supply available to our imaginations. We have these observations from Sharon Begley and Susan Katz of "Newsweek" in the Dec. 17, 1984 edition:

"Mathematicians as well as sci-fi fans have long been drawn to 4-D, or hyperspace. But laymen -- and some scientists -- have been slow to accept something they could not visualize. Now, however, advances in computer graphics are permitting theoreticians to illustrate this abstract concept, and 4-D is finally coming down to earth. The
first world conference on the fourth dimension was held recently at Brown University, attracting some 700 enthusiasts from the worlds of art and science.

"In the past, many scientists have followed Einstein and designated time as the fourth unit of measurement, but the recent view of many cosmologists -- that the universe is finite but unbounded and curving back on itself -- had led today's hyperspace enthusiasts to speculate on a fourth spatial dimension. The curvature, they believe, is that extra dimension. The fourth dimension's chief apostle is probably Thomas Banchoff, the mathematician who organized the Brown conference and who has created some of the most spellbinding computer images, his passion piqued by an early devotion to Captain Marvel comics."

THE HYPERSPACE BIOENERGY TRANSMITTER

"When I read about your "prayer machine" in the Sept-Oct Journal (page 27) I was filled with childish enthusiasm. You can understand the feeling when you are told that I was informed by an Intelligence in 1978 that such a machine as the Hyperspace Bioenergy Transmitter would be in use when people's minds were prepared for it. I wrote this in a lesson report in 1978 to a 'master' teacher but there was never any reply at all. 'By their fruits ye shall know them.' I cannot imagine any better qualified persons to produce an HBT than you and others mentioned in the Sept-Oct Journal. As of now I see excellent possibilities, all positive and practical, in the Hyperspace Bioenergy Transmitter."

C.T., Riverton, New Jersey

We received an invitation and a prospectus, from the Medical Spiritist Association of Sao Paulo, Brazil to submit a paper for their First International Congress on Alternative Therapies, in early February, 1985. Our little "prayer machine" was an obvious choice but it needed a title more appropriate to the times, and more impressive; so it has the title "Hyperspace Bioenergy Transmitter". It has a 4-D function -- transcending time and space. It does "transmit" energies which affect living tissue.

This is a Western, technical version of the Oriental Prayer Wheel, or the banner with its healing prayer flapping in the wind. Ours is activated by the 60 cycle, 115 volt alternating house current, rhythmically charging the coil of a 6 inch radio speaker. The Quantum field of the speaker coil equates with mind, and Mind is everywhere! The vibes of the coil radiate outwards in all directions at the speed of light, 186,000 miles per second, comparatively unlimited by time or space as the signal goes around the world seven times in a second. This is a Scalar or 4-D
function and the healing or negentropic energy comes from the charged atmosphere surrounding the subject. We are not broadcasting as does a radio or TV station, which is a 3-D function, limited in time and space and falling off inversely as the square of the distance.

PUSH-PULL, THE COSMIC PULSE OF LIFE

We have also added pulsing color to the HBT, alternating Red and Blue, after the clinical testing and proving of Drs. Pancoast and White, and with the early Radionic ELF wave researches of Dr. Albert Abrams, the standard press and release of massage; but here we are using two complimentary colors, one warm and one cool. The Blue represents masculine Energy or Force. The Red represents feminine Matter or Form. Thus the HBT is keyed to the two basic aspects of creation as shown at the top of the Cabalistic Tree of Life, in rhythmic sequence, ten seconds to each color.

The 6 rpm motor which operates the switching action of the Red and Blue lights also turns the speaker field on and off. ON when the red light is on, OFF when the blue light is on.

The simple chart on the preceding page illustrates the vertical, standing-wave action of the HBT as I understand it, picturing the structural side of Cosmic Law and the harmonic inter-relations with the Universe. There is Earth resonance. There is Solar resonance. There is Zodiacal resonance -- the 12 constellations of the Zodiac revolving around the great central Sun, Sirius, behind our Sun. There is Galactic resonance. Then there is the Great Black Void of super-hyper-space -- Maha-Para-Nirvana the Hindus call it -- out of which comes all life.

It is the Zero points or Nodes between the wave-forms of the higher worlds that are the points of greatest energy. There is a longitudinal function of the wave, represented by the vertical line, as well as the transverse function, represented by the curves of the sine waves, oscillating between negative and positive, form and force, the Cardinal law of the Universe and of Life.

The total darkness of the closet or box in which the Hyperspace Bioenergy Transmitter operates symbolizes the Great Black Void, the Cosmic Womb from which comes Light and Life, symbolized by the pulsing lights and magnetic field, tuned to the subject or patient by his or her "witness", clipped to the wall of the closet with a wooden clothespin, along with the indicated Radionic rate card or Homeopathic remedy. The intention is to bring the mind, the emotions and the body of the subject back into healthy balance. The advantage of this equipment is that it can be put on automatic operation with an electric timing clock, thus freeing the Radionist to carry on other important work.

This is Aquarian Age group therapy as the closet wall can be covered with dozens of "witnesses", each converting the vibes of the general pulsing field to its own particular needs. This basic idea was developed by Dr. Benoytosh Bhattacharya at his clinic in Bengal.
UFO descriptions far out and spacey

By Dick Polman
Knight-Ridder News Service

BREWSTER, N.Y. — Mere nouns cannot define how she felt on that cold winter night when the heavens parted and the implausible appeared.

Monique O'Driscoll puffed a cigarette and rummaged in vain through her vocabulary. “Excitement,” “euphoria,” “exultation” . . . she spurned them all, for they conveyed too little. She is a stranger to imprecision. A county bureaucrat for nearly 15 years, she prefers to deal with data that yield truth through rigorous checks and balances.

She finally shrugged and said, “I can understand how people might not believe me when I talk about seeing the UFO. It’s just like me telling you what the feeling is like having a baby when you’ve never had one. Because you don’t know what the experience is all about. I know it’s not fair to compare having a baby with seeing a UFO, but I’m talking about the feeling inside, the whole total exuberant feeling.”

Irene Lunn, mother of two and wife of a policeman, doesn’t know O’Driscoll, but she echoes her thoughts. “I can’t explain it,” she said, “but it’s a very peaceful, hopeful kind of feeling you get when this thing is around.” And Dennis Sant, deputy clerk of rustic Putnam County and a church-going Republican, said, “It’s the type of wonderful movement you feel deep within your own being.”

When hundreds of solid citizens begin to sound like meditation gurus, something odd is obviously afoot. This, after all, is a place where the Methodist church chimes play “The Battle Hymn of the Republic.”

Yet, in recent weeks, people here have put their credibility on the line — risking derision and censure not a whit. Said Bob Pozzuoli of Brewster, vice president of an electronics firm, “People can ridicule, but I know I saw something that I can’t explain. If it’s not of this world, then I’d just like to know where they come from.”

FOR 18 MONTHS, astronomer Philip Imbrogno has spent long hours in the steep hills, and scenic valleys of Putnam County, 40 miles north of New York City, quizzing credible people who recount the incredible.

“Never before have so many people been willing to step forward and talk about these objects,” said Imbrogno, a field investigator for the Illinois-based Center for UFO Studies. “It’s changed the consciousness of many of the people there. People with 9-to-5 routines have been taken out of their everyday existence. These are people who, 10 years ago, wouldn’t have dared to come forward.”

Initially, Dennis Sant had remained mum. The Putnam County Republicans were embroiled in a hot campaign last year, and voters might not have been charmed by a party spokesman who sounded like Jules Verne. Besides, he was a political appointee with four mouths to feed. But once lawyers and judges and police officers began to go public — not to mention pilots and airport meteorologists — he figured it was safe to recount the nocturnal events of March 17, 1983.

“I was bringing my children home from their youth group at our local church,” he recalled last week. “My property abuts Interstate 84 in Brewster: I noticed above my backyard a large, almost L-shaped object. It looked like a tractor-trailer parked in the sky. It hovered there for about five minutes. From tip to tip it was at least 50 yards, and it didn’t make a sound.

“This area is the holding pattern for three New York airports, and it’s in the path of five small local airports, so we in this community are very aware of what flies over our heads. But this object looked nothing like planes. It looked like nothing I’ve ever seen.” It floated slowly over Interstate 84, he said, where gaping truck drivers began pulling off the highway; then it moved back to an open field across the road from Sant’s home.

“I wanted to be underneath it,” he said. “As I got out to the road, all the lights on the object suddenly intensified, illuminating the road as if it were a night football game in a stadium. As it hovered, I could make out dark, smoky-colored, metallic beams underneath — huge, huge beams. I guess I always anticipated being scared by a UFO, but I wasn’t. It was a very warm, very emotional type thing. You almost felt like you were in communication with it. And many nights after that, I’d go out with a cigarette and look at the sky.”

Before the incident, Sant was a skeptic. But now, he says, “you walk up and down these streets and very few people scoff. They know something unusual is happening. I’d like to know what it is. We have a wonderful community here — Putnam County, northern Westchester County. It’s a well-educated community, a money community. The people who’ve seen it are not wackos. We’re professionals. And we have the right to know what’s going on.”

The Federal Aviation Administration insists that fun-loving pilots are flying small planes in formation, but this answer didn’t satisfy the people, numbering 1,000 and hailing from neighboring counties, who packed a Brewster auditorium in August for a symposium on the sightings.

“It’s not the pilots,” said Irene Lunn, “because I’ve seen them. The pilots are the pilots. The object is the object.”

Publicly, the government has no official interest in investigating UFOs, not since its Project Blue Book was shut down 15 years ago. In fact, the policy of debunking citizen witnesses took root as early as 1952, when a CIA panel issued a confidential report on UFOs: “The continued emphasis on the reporting of these phenomena does, in these par-
lous times, result in a threat to the orderly functioning of the protective organs of the body politic."

MONIQUE O'DRISCOLL is part of the body politic; she works with the Putnam County Board of Supervisors and the county finance department. But she spends much of her spare time trying to paint on canvas what she saw in the sky while driving with her daughter in the town of Kent. She uses fluorescent paint, she said, "in order to capture the brilliance and color. I'm going to do it over and over again until I get it right."

On that night in February 1983, she said, "we were coming to a stop sign in a woods area. I looked up, and there were these bright lights, almost like strobe lights. This thing was moving very slowly; it was almost the size of a football field. We followed it to a reservoir. It was right over me. It was boomerang-shaped, and the lights were going in sequence, like on a computer, back and forth. It was just floating in the air, this big, humongous thing. My daughter was trying to get people on the CB radio, but all we could get was static.

"And not one sound from this thing. Something that size, if it had an airplane engine, it would shake your windows out. I could see the underbelly part. It's solid. It had metal-type work, like crossbeams. And tubular things hanging down here and there. I was so close, I could've thrown a ball and hit it... I followed it, and then it just went 'pffft,' and it was gone. That fast."

She saw it again last March, hovering over a lake near her mother's home. She managed to snap four shots with her Minolta, but the prints came out black. She shrugs it off: "I just tell it like it is. If that's what people interpret, that's them. And, as crazy as it sounds, I would've loved to go aboard that thing. Get the 25-cent tour, and get back down again. You just can't take away what I saw. Because I know what I saw. And I know I'll see it again, I just know I will."

What she doesn't know is that 15 other witnesses have given strikingly similar accounts to that of Phil Imbrogno concerning the events of that winter night.

In Brewster, Bob Pozzuoli studied the object he captured on videotape. His wife normally aims the camera at their new baby, but on July 24, he stood on their patio and tracked the brilliant lights skimming across the sky. On the videotape, the object flies in silence, lights rotating counterclockwise; the only sound is Bob whispering to his wife: "Good God, I'll tell ya something, honey, I don't know what the hell it is."

Pozzuoli has since developed some bad driving habits. As his wife, Laurie, said, "He's constantly looking up at the sky while he's driving. I'm afraid he's going to end up on the critical list." But Pozzuoli said, "I'm not a hero. I'm just interested in finding out what it is. If they wanted to do us harm, they could've done it a long time ago."

PHIL IMBROGNO knows how strange this all sounds. "I can hardly believe it myself," he said. "But this field of science is at the point right now where it's ready to be accepted in the scientific community. It's where astronomy was in the 17th century. You've still got the kooks and wackos. But then there are the responsible citizens who can't be denied."

Dennis Sant has talked it over with his children. "After the sighting," he said, "I asked them how they felt about what they saw. The thing is, my wife had passed away four months earlier and my children know that Mommy's in heaven; they've had this good feeling that we're all going to see each other some day. Anyway, each one of them said that, deep inside, they had the same feeling that they had when believing Mommy was home and safe and well in heaven. It was a good feeling. A marvelous feeling."

While Monique O'Driscoll pursues her quest for the perfect painting, Irene Dunn is pondering the purchase of modeling clay. "I can't stop thinking about that thing," she sighed. "I want to get it right. I want it to come out just right."

We want to thank Associate Andre di Sessa of Denver for sending us this news clip, and congratulate the editors of the "Denver Post" for running the Knight News syndicate story. Poor Dennis Sant and his futile claim to having "a right to know". Powerful men in our society decided in 1947 that the public had no right to know that we live in an inhabited universe, and that some of those inhabitants are here looking us over! Now, those powerful men who make up the Military-Industrial-Religious Oligarchy that runs the nation must be grinding their teeth in impotent rage as the Guardians of the planet begin to increase the pressure against the "silence policy" which has gone through six changes of administration without a public airing.
THE SIMPLE BUT EFFECTIVE BALANCER

"Please send me another copy of  BSRF No. 26, the Eeman Screens brochure. These Eeman Screens are doing a great job of getting me out of the insomnia that has bothered me for a long time.; and the ELF TENS was very good on a pain I had on my jaw hinge close to my ear. I'm planning to get in to this ELF generator more next year. Enclosed is a check for renewal and the pamphlet. Do you have any information on dematerialization and rematerialization, Mat and Demat for short? Since Dr. Puharich's book is under suspension, I hope you can give me some information on this. If this is too dangerous a subject to get into, skip it. Happy Holidays."

C.W., Avon Lake, Ohio

Thanks for the renewal and Holiday greetings, Carl, and many thanks to the rest of you who sent greetings and tangible support of our borderland research in the form of a renewal check -- and in some cases an extra little donation to the cause. Mat and Demat is another aspect of the Free Energy of the 4th Dimension. It is a dangerous subject as Dr. Puharich found out when MIRO agents burned his home to the ground and invaluable research material along with it. Dr. Wilhelm Reich proved its existence and availability and called it Orgone. He was murdered by injection in a Federal prison, and John Bedini is getting static from all sides now in Los Angeles. Tom Bearden and his associates suffered harassment for a year before he could get his book "Excalibur Briefing" published, and so it goes. Itzhak Bentov's Bantam paperback of 1976, "Stalking The Wild Pendulum", is probably the best mental preparation for understanding Mat and Demat between two covers. Get a copy and study it for months. I did. Bentov's life came to an abrupt end in an airplane crash in 1979. Was it an accident? The Master D.K. reminds us, through Alice Bailey, that not all accidents are karmic!

THE HORROR OF THE INSECTOIDS

Michael Heleus took us briefly "through the Veil" in the Nov-Dec Journal in identifying the source of a Cosmic Evil affecting life on this planet. His article on the Insectoid Invaders, and the fallen Hierarchs who guide them, from a planet circling the sun Dubhe in Ursa Major or the Great Bear constellation, gives us an idea of who might be behind the violent accidents and murders shortening the lives of the intrepid researchers mentioned above. It is frightening.

"I want to renew my membership. The last Journal was the only one I haven't enjoyed for a long time. Those Insectoids or whatever they are, were too far out for me. I'm afraid I've been in the Alice Bailey work too long for that. I can't see getting people emotionally involved with horror stories like that when there are enough problems to solve right here -- like Ethiopia's famine, for instance. However, maybe some of your readers like sensational stories. I do enjoy most of your Journals. Guess I can't complain about one of them now and then. Hope you both have a wonderful New Year."

E.P., Laguna Niguel, California
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EARTH TO BECOME A HOLY PLANET

Sorry about that, Sweetie Pie, but the Insectoids are as much a part of the One Life as you and I! And suppose these insect elementals and the fallen Hierarchs who guide them are one of the major causes of the problems you speak of? Knowledge is power. If we know the enemy we should be better equipped to take those necessary defensive or corrective measures to help solve those problems. Obviously they are a part of that Primeval -- Prime Evil -- force of the 1st Ray which built this physical planet over six billion years ago -- and sees it through its major changes such as the Polar Flips, which apparently occur about every 10,000 years. For the positive aspects of the Insectoid invasion let us turn to your teacher, Alice Bailey, and her observations in "Esoteric Astrology", inspired by an Ascended Hierarch, Djwhal Khul:

"Aries, the initiator of impulses -- either the impulse to incarnate or the impulse to return to the originating source -- is closely in touch with one of the stars of the Great Bear to which we give the name 'Pointer' in common parlance. This Pointer is a major 'star of direction' because through it -- in this world cycle -- flows the will to unify and to bring about synthesis. This is the force which brings about the fusion or integration of the personality, the at-one-ment of personality and soul, the unification of humanity or the Great Approach of the Hierarchy to Humanity. It will produce also the integration of our Earth into the body of the 'sacred planets' and the consequent establishing of a triangle of force composed of the Pointer, Aries and the Earth. This triangular relationship will have a potent effect on the solar system as well as on the planet itself and is also one of the factors producing the shift in the Earth's axis. (Note that DK made this prophecy of the coming Shift in 1950. The Montgomery Controls say it will occur in the 1990s.) Related to this triangle is a secondary one within our sun's orbit, composed of Vulcan, Pluto and the Earth. In the archives of the Great Lodge this is referred to symbolically as shown above. This is one of the most interesting and informing astrological symbols I have given you and indicates a most momentous relationship."

"ABINTRA" TO OVERCOME INSECTOID TRAUMA

Back in the July-August 1983 Journal we had an article by contactee Barbara Schutte, "The UFO Connection, How Many Investigators Have It?". She had been kidnapped more than once by Invaders from outer space and subjected to ruthless physical examinations which left her bruised, shocked and bewildered. Like most orthodox Christians, ignorant of the facts of life, she thought that only good came from heaven. Now she knows better after having exchanged info with us, and from
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hypnotic regression which recovered the harrowing memories which had been suppressed by her captors. It is possible that she is a successful crossover from that alien race, but whose loyalty is now with the human race, thus her concern for those who have had similar shocking experiences and need a sympathetic listener, so Abintra, Inc.

That word, Abintra, is derived from the Latin, meaning "within" or "from within" referring to her group's goal of providing a friendly trusting atmosphere in which contactees may freely talk about their experience.

"Seeing a UFO can be very traumatic," Barbara Schutte told an Associated Press reporter in July 1983. "It's something you don't know and don't understand. If people realized how many other people saw UFOs, then they wouldn't feel so singled out. That's why we're here, to show people that they're not going nuts, that they're not insane."

BSRF 2-N: WHO FLYS THE SAUCERS? Is our review of a 25-year accumulation of data on the reality of the Guardians, the Visitors and the Invaders from outer space. Are they Super-beings? Are they robots? Are they humanoids, or all of these? We include first-hand encounters with Tin-can and Jelly-bag robots, the Three Men-in-Black, the Viknors from Venus, and from the Ashtar Command with its instructions for space contact. 48 pages, illustrated, 8½x11, postpaid. . . . $3.50

BSRF 2-C: FLYING SAUCERS AND AMERICA'S DESTINY This is the 1958 lecture that contains the material on the Polar Flip hypothesis. But more important than that is the revelation of America's leading place in the New Age, once the cataclysmic activity is over. We compare scientific data on the planetary cycles with that of certain astrologers, the Theosophical Society, the Space Teachers of George van Tassel. Other subjects touched on in this well illustrated talk are: the sinking of Atlantis, the Judgment Day, the Trance of Change, the prophecy of George Washington, and the role of the Space Visitors at this time. The Master, the Major and the Minor planetary cycles of the last 25,900 years are charted. 8½x11, postpaid. . . . $3.50
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